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Working Session 3: Tolerance and non-discrimination 
OSCE Action Plan for Gender Equality 

 
Egypt: Kidnapping and disappearance of Christian Coptic Girls 
OSCE State Members: Same objectives using different “unnoticed” methods  
 
 

- In the last 20 – 30 years, the OSCE state members brought many immigrants from Muslim 
countries. To implement Action Plans for protecting women, it is important for these states to 
analyse and understand their original habits, culture and mentality towards woman. Many   
Imams preach that the woman is intellectually deficient, is inferior to man, and only exits for 
the sexual satisfaction of man. 
  

- Egypt is a good example because within the Islamic Arab nations it is the only country to 
have an important number of Christians with around 15 million Copts (out of a total of 90 
millions). They still maintain some of the Pharaonic civilization through their everyday 
customs. Their Coptic language is the last version of the Pharaonic hieroglyphics. 
 

- The Copts represent an obstacle to the radical Islamists who are dreaming to establish the 
Great Worldwide Islamic Caliphate Nation and have an Islamic planet. Therefore Strategic 
plans are set to get rid of them by different means in order to reach their target. 

 
- One of their horrible means is the Kidnapping of Coptic women and minor girls. Women 

kidnapped, drugged, raped, converted by force to Islam, are then forced to marry a Moslem 
man she doesn’t know and then prevented forever to see her family again. Thousands of 
these cases are known: isn’t this slavery?   

 
- These barbaric acts are executed according to a well elaborated methodology by people who 

are convinced to be doing “Good” for Allah, by bringing“Kafir infidel” women to Islam. The 
number of Christian Copts will therefore decrease and the number of Moslems will increase 
since, by law, the children follow the religion of the father. And as a reward the gang 
(organizers, kidnappers, the man to marry, and the accomplice police who cover up) can share 
money coming from the petro-dollars Golf countries: one girl could bring up to 50 000 €.  

 
- There is no problem with the good faithful Moslems, but many extremist Islamists have been 

voluntarily brought to occidental countries and OSCE states. They want to achieve the same 
objective but are using different methods, for example seduction or charming until the girl falls.  

 
Recommendation to the Delegations, NGO, OSCE, ODIHR 
OFEDH is recommending OSCE to define actions to prevent such barbaric acts from 
occurring in their state members.  
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